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Don’t have it too loud to hurt the ears, but don’t have it so low you can’t hear it.
Don’t keep it too hot that you sweat all the time, but don’t have it so cold your hands hurt.
Don’t pull too far up that you can’t see but don’t keep it too far back that you are in the way.
Don’t erase too much, but keep enough so you don’t have to re-do the whole thing.
Don’t make it too sweet that you get a toothache but have it sweet enough it’s actually dessert.
Some people hear highs, other people hear lows, some people hear more bass than more treble
while others struggle to hear a rounded out sound. Some people taste more of the sweet than
the salty even when it’s a salty snack. So let’s make salted caramel!
Some people can multi-task and they say they can write an email while they are listening to
T.V. or a conversation. Some people focus on the positive and not the negative. Some people
focus on the negative and not the positive. If you are focused on keeping what you have than
how can you see something new coming?
Everyone is trying to please everyone else, or everyone is so focused on themselves that they
miss the needs of others. People start things and don’t finish them. Don’t throw the baby out
with the bath water! All of this I’m saying because the words this week have been reflective of
running this race – and achieving victory in our lives. Starting with releasing it all to God so
that He can show you a bigger, better plan and it’s okay if we mess up – He didn’t call us to
perfection – He called us to come to Him and take His yoke that’s easy and praise Him and
allow His presence to bring the change, to bring the healing, to bring the answer, to bring the
promotion, to bring the provision, to bring the anointing, to bring the progress, to bring the
answer and to WAIT UNTIL then -remaining in this position of NOT GIVING UP and holding
to what is good.

I hear the Lord saying “Fine adjustments” – I want each person to come to me just how they
are so that I can make the adjustments necessary to get them ready for what I have for them
day in and day out – I have a plan and I use the foolish things to confound the wise! My
people perish for lack of knowledge, they hear one thing and run with it when I wasn’t
finished equipping them.
For this reason my loved ones are running around wounded, insecure, and doubting what
they have heard. Tell them to bring all they have to the table and lay it out – I will fix it, I will
mend it, I will re-position, I will make straight, I will secure it, I will make it right, I will cause
it to be more, I will bring life back to a dying thing, I will make sweet the bitter and I will
adjust it all in due time. Remember I AM – I have always been here – I’ve NEVER MOVED –
come back – don’t shrink back, move forward and walk in faith – keep my word hidden in
your hearts and remain in Me. I will adjust and fine tune – My adjustments are long lasting
and with eternal purpose and My timing is just right.
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